WHO WE ARE

Think of a world where technology is
perceived as a competitive
advantage, not merely an expense.
We’re Navigators.

We’re Entrepreneurs.

- Helping to navigate
change from one
technology to the next

- Breaking down traditional
organizational silos so that
people embrace and drive
change

- Looking forward and
charting the external
and marketplace forces
necessary to succeed

- Forging partnerships and
capitalizing on opportunities
to monetize IT investment

We’re Referees.

We’re Champions.

- Managing change so
the game flows without
interruption

- Identifying the best
solutions and the change
agents within every
organization

- Doing our jobs
effectively so that
technology is an
invisible element of a
business solution

- Championing IT as a
competitive advantage

“VertitechIT helped us maximize the return on
our investment.”
					

-CIO, Lancaster General Health

For more information, contact us at 855-638-9879 | email info@vertitechit.com | www.vertitechit.com

WHO WE ARE

Think of a world where IT is an
investment in essential change, not a
place where capital budgets go to die.
Here at VertitechIT we’ve created a new path to IT transformation. Our job is not
just to solve technical problems, but develop the strategic solutions that make
your business, organization, or healthcare institution thrive. We are Advisors,
Confidantes, Strategists, and Innovators for Hire.
We’ve built and run telecommunications companies, managed IT for businesses and hospitals,
and architected change to internal and external audiences on behalf of some of the biggest
organizations on the planet. We utilize that experience to provide transformational services to
CIOs and senior leadership, serving as the strategic technology liaison between business and IT.
Engage us for whatever you need from high level strategy to tactical execution. Engage us to
formulate your next generation platform to support your new service offerings and then to
build them. Engage us to design and implement a hyper-converged architecture, virtualize a
network, or customize monitoring and management. We bring to you our entire organization
to provide strategic and tactical advice on any topic during the life of the engagement. One
monthly fee, no long-term contract, cancellable for any reason upon thirty days’ notice.

“They always have cost, efficiency, and flexibility in mind.”
								
-CIO, Lancaster General Health

For more information, contact us at 855-638-9879 | email info@vertitechit.com | www.vertitechit.com

